
 
 

 
 
 

New Theatre Royal, Portsmouth, seeks new Trustees/ Non- Executive 
members of the board to join a strong leadership team to support our 
next phase of ambitious growth.   
If you would like to join us as a voluntary member of the board to be the 
most exciting, innovative, successful and sustainable theatre in the 
region please apply and send the application form below to 
lexi@newtheatreroyal.com by midday on 3rd March 2017 

Vision and current plans 
We currently receive £92,000 NPO a year for our work in the community, in 
education and involvement in performance. This also funds the work of our highly 
successful Creative Lab, which has enabled us to produce performance/s on a small 
scale and develop and promote local artists. We have applied for a larger grant for 
the five years starting in 2018 so that we can extend our work into new areas of 
artistic creativity.  
 
New Theatre Royal Portsmouth is a creative centre and cultural champion, 
fostering creativity, connectivity, and the articulation of ideas, to stimulate 
healthier, happier and more inclusive communities.  
We aim to develop the reach of our work across our city, and stimulate the sector 
regionally, nationally and internationally.  
 
We will achieve this through the delivery of four 
interconnected strands of work: 
•Creative programming and engagement 
•Artist and sector development 
•Creative Technologies Engine: With UoP create a digital hub that supports the 
exploration of immersive and digital technologies through all our work.  
•Internationalism: Stimulate two-way international creative programming, 
promoting the UK’s creative industries and Portsmouth as an international city. 
 
Our work is underpinned by a set of core values including innovation, 
engagement, partnerships, diversity and equality; influencing all that we do. 
 
Our aim is to pursue a balanced ecology of theatre performance and engagement, 
alongside pushing the boundaries of performance and technological 
development.  
 
We welcome all applicants particularly those with experience in community 
development, performance arts and diversity. All trustees need to be able to 
demonstrate an understanding of governance, strategy and business planning.  
 
Wheelchair access to main offices and the Minghella studio is good; it is more 
difficult high up in the Main House 
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As written in our Governance Handbook it is expected that NTR Trustee 
Directors will undertake the following responsibilities (based on the NCVO 
outline): 

1. Set, maintain and review vision, mission and values 
2. Develop and ensure the implementation of strategy and business plans 
3. Agree, ensure compliance and review NTR policies  
4. Comply with the law, governing document and requirements of funders and 

regulators  
5. Be accountable to all stakeholders including shareholders 
6. Maintain proper fiscal oversight. Including approving a balanced budget, 

appointing independent auditors, delivering true and fair accounts and ensuring 
that all resources are used efficiently and effectively 

7. Appoint, manage and support the chief executive 
8. Review and develop an effective board  
9. Promote the organisation, acting as a single body in the interests of the NTR, 

loyal to decisions made 

NTR uses ‘Good Governance: a Code for the Voluntary and Community Sector’. The 
Code sets out good practice in terms of charity governance. It is designed to help the 
board: 

 Recognise and meet legal its requirements 
 Know how well NTR is meeting its aims 
 Make good, timely decisions 
 Explain where, why and how our money has been spent 
 Provide strong leadership 
 Treat people fairly and equally 

Using the Code helps NTR demonstrate to its funders and supporters that we take 
good governance seriously. 

Expectations of Board members  
 Read papers and prepare for meetings  

 Participate in formal and informal board meetings and committees  

 Attend other NTR events when required, sometimes representing the NTR/ 
Board 

 Be loyal to decisions made by the board  

 Promote the NTR whenever possible 

 Participate in board appraisal, training and development   

 



 
 

 

Key dates  
 
Completed applications must be received by midday on 3rd March 2017 
Interviews will take place on 10th March 2017  
 

Interview process  
If you want to talk to the Chair then e-mail her on judith@judithsmyth.org.uk 
suggesting some times for a phone conversation.  
 
If you meet all the essential requirements of the role and enough of the desirable 
requirements you will be invited for interview on 10 March.  
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